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Digital
and perfect
for training!
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 FOR EDUCATION



TULIP
 The tool  
for digital  
training

TULIP for training and workshops

„Build your own App“
How can you teach digitization? With TULIP, a completely new 
software and hardware platform that is ideal to use for training 
purposes. This means that conventional operating and work 
instructions can be quickly and easily replaced by interactive 
apps. Man and machine can communicate and training sequen-
ces are able to be made more independent, safe and efficient. 

A product package specifically designed for education inclu-
des software licenses for 24 months, a ready-to-use app library 
and a service package for training and individual app creation. 
Moreover, our TULIP Workstation enables training for digitally 
guided and monitored assembly processes. Analyses of the 
assembly progress can be easily visualized and used to sensi-
tize future managers to take into considerations key figures at an 
early stage. Keep it simple! The software has been designed to 
be human-centric. Thanks to the no-code programming, pupils 
and students can quickly and independently create apps and 
achieve the first feeling of success.

HIGHLIGHTS

+ Digital training: App-based  
manufacturing and assembly instructions

+ Improved learning effect: Interactive  
training process with machine feedback

+ No-code: Easily create fully functional  
apps with no prior programming knowledge

+ Human-centric: User-friendly  
apps to increase productivity

+ App templates: Create new apps  
or use easily modifiable templates

+ Analyses: Available in real time



TULIP EDUCATION LICENSE EXTENSION + 12 MONTHS

Other  
devices on 

request

Products

 FOR EDUCATION – Product overview

+ TULIP license for 24 months with  
10 or 25 stations

+ Access to the learning platform  
for 3 teachers

+ 2 days on-site setup, 3 days custom 
app creation (online)

+ App library

+ Immediately available assembly station

+ High quality aluminum case

+ I/O devices included

+ Tablet (optional)

+ Digital caliper

+ Digital indicator

+ Transmitter with  
mini USB connector

+ 8 channel receiver

TULIP EDUCATION BUNDLE TULIP WORKSTATION MEASURING KIT



TULIP is the ideal platform for teaching training  
content in the digital learning factory. Our students  
can perfectly apply their theoretical knowledge in  
our industry-oriented smart factory and are optimally 
qualified for their tasks in the Industry 4.0.
Dipl.-Ing., StD Sven Kleinemas  
Carl-Severing-Berufskolleg for Metal and Electrical Engineering, Bielefeld, Germany 
Tel.: +49 521 51 68 37, sven.kleinemas@csbme.de, www.csbme.de/industrie-40

DMG MORI Academy

 FOR EDUCATION

Contact

Christian Gundelach  
DMG MORI Academy GmbH 
Tel.: +49 5205 74 3155 
christian.gundelach@dmgmori.com

DMG MORI Academy GmbH  
Gildemeisterstr. 60 | D-33689 Bielefeld

Find out more  
about TULIP 
en.dmgmori.com/products/
digitization/tulip
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Subject to technical changes, availability and prior sale. Our general terms and conditions apply.


